
LGBT Activists and Perversion 

Harry Hay 

Harry Hay was "the founder of the gay movement in America."  

"...[I]f the parents and friends of gays are truly friends of gays, they would know 

from their gay kids that the relationship with an older man is precisely what 

thirteen-, fourteen-, and fifteen-year-old kids need more than anything else in the 

world. And they would be welcoming this, and welcoming the opportunity for 

young gay kids to have the kind of experience that they would need." (Harry Hay 

At New York University 1983) 

Larry Kramer 

Larry Kramer was a leading gay rights activist and founder of the “queer-led” 

terrorist organization ACT UP. 

"In those cases where children do have sex with their homosexual elders... I submit 

that often, very often, the child desires the activity, and perhaps even solicits it, 

either because of a natural curiosity... or because he or she is homosexual and 

innately knows it. ... And unlike girls or women forced into rape or traumatized, 

most gay men have warm memories of their earliest and early sexual encounters; 

when we share these stories with each other, they are invariably positive ones." 

(NAMBLA Website, 1991) 

Harvey Milk 

Harvey Milk was the first openly gay man to be elected to public office; he served 

as a member of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors from 1978 to 1979. 

"[Harvey] Milk's sexual history with young people is well documented. Milk's 

biographer Randy Shilts in 'The Mayor of Castro: the Life and Times of Harvey 

Milk,' spends half a dozen pages detailing the 33-year-old's sexual relationship 

with a 16-year-old." (California Family Council, December 2018) 
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Craig Rodwell 

Craig Rodwell, a leading gay activist, told his biographer that from the age of 13 to 

14 he had sex with "hundreds of men." Rodwell went on to say, "This is what I 

lived for, literally. And that's all I thought about all day long, just so I could get 

downtown and go cruising.…It had a great sense of freedom about it and adventure 

and, oh, I met all kinds of guys…." (Craig Rodwell by Eric Marcus, "Making Gay 

History", November 2022 (Recorded 1989)) 

Prostasia Foundation 

While it claims to be a "child protection organization," Prostasia is in fact one of 

the leading advocacy groups to normalize sexual relationships between adults and 

minors, or as it prefers to call them "Minor-Attracted Persons." The group 

regularly downplays the criminality of such relationships and instead focuses on 

reducing the "stigma" surrounding individuals who engage in such abhorrent acts. 

The bulk of its advocacy focuses on lawful possession and sale of child-like sex 

dolls, supports the "sexual depiction of minors in drawings and cartoons," argues 

that "sex offense registries do almost nothing to protect children from abuse," and 

published a blog post where a "kinky person" mentions fantasizing about being 

touched non-consensually while pretending to be a child. 

"Criminalizing similar-age teen relationships, withholding comprehensive sex 

education, stigmatizing porn, sex work, and the LGBT community, and censoring 

Internet platforms… are all bad ideas that gained traction because no child 

protection group stood up to oppose them." (Prostasia Twitter, July 2018) 

Prostasia blog editor Sheila van den Heuvel-Collins tweeted, "Merry Christmas to 

everyone, including the nepiophiles [someone who has sex with infants], 

pedophiles, hebephiles [someone who sex with minors between 11 and 14] and 

ephebophiles [someone who has sex with adolescents between 15 and 19] who 

have to put up with stigma every single day of the year." ("Woke Bacha Bazi" The 

American Conservative, Sohrab Ahmari, August 31, 2021)  
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B4U-Act 

Another advocacy group for "Minor-Attracted Persons," B4U-Act also works to 

normalize perverse relationships between adults and minors. In addition to 

countering "stigma," B4U-Act has additionally supported studies to provide a 

"scientific basis" for its advocacy. Some of these studies have been conducted at 

Nottingham Trent University in the United Kingdom, Royal Ottawa Mental Health 

Centre, and McGill University in Montreal. 

"Forcing minor-attracted people to remain secretive and without access to mental 

health care does not protect children. Stigmatizing and stereotyping minor-

attracted people inflames the fears of minor-attracted people… without 

contributing to an understanding of minor-attracted people or the issue of child 

sexual abuse.… Perpetuating secrecy, stigma, and fear can lead to hopelessness 

and even self-destructive or abusive behavior on the part of minor-attracted people, 

and disrupts the fabric of society." (B4U-Act FAQ) 

"It is important to realize that these sexual feelings [for minors] are usually 

accompanied by feelings of emotional attraction, similar to the romantic feelings 

most adults have for other adults. It is also vitally important to note that the 

presence of such feelings do not imply anything about behavior; non-

criminological researchers note that many minor-attracted people live within the 

law." (B4U-Act FAQ) 

NAMBLA 

The North American Man/Boy Love Association (NAMBLA) was founded in 1978 

with the stated goal of ending "the extreme oppression of men and boys in mutually 

consensual relationships." 

"NAMBLA is working to change public perceptions and laws about consensual 

sexual relationships between adults and minors. Today, the law and public 

prejudice make little or no distinction between a man who forcibly rapes a child 

and one who genuinely cares for and loves a boy. Some judges have condemned 

boy-lovers as being 'worse than murderers,' even though their only 'crime' has been 

to share their body and affection with a boy in a friendship that includes mutually 

enjoyable sexual experiences. It is a shame that in American society, it is a greater 
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crime to love a child than it is to beat—or even kill—a child." (NAMBLA, "Boys 

Speak Out On Man/Boy Love") 
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